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BACKGROUND

Within the next 50-100 years, 
Earth’s human population will 
expand from 6 billion to 11 billion 
people

Hence, the challe
enormous.

More than ever tpeople.  

Most of these additional people will 
live in developing countries; most 
will live near the ocean; and all will 

More than ever, t
community realiz
physical world an
contained therein
interlinked to lan

require resources from the ocean.   

All will certainly impact the ocean. 

This human population growth will

atmosphere.  

No longer can ma
oceanographers s
brackish and saltwThis human population growth will 

occur at the same time that the 
scientific community is now 
convinced we will be entering a 
period of climate change perhaps 

brackish and saltw
recognize that we
earth systems scie
forge new paths o
the land, sea, andp g p p

greater than any previously 
experienced by human civilization.  

interact with each
life responds to th
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nges are 

he scientific

With this vision of a unified global 
system in mind, the USF College of 
Marine Science is poised to buildhe scientific 

zes that the 
nd all life 
n are intimately 
nd, the sea, and the 

Marine Science is poised to build 
new interdisciplinary research 
teams to provide answers to a 
myriad of societally relevant issues.

arine scientists and 
study just the 
water We

Interdisciplinary research will 
explore such areas as marine 
resource assessment, overfishing, 
coastal erosion, red tides, dying 
coral reefs ocean acidificationwater.  We 

e are now global, 
entists who must 

of inquiry into how 
d atmosphere 

coral reefs, ocean acidification, 
hurricane prediction, sea level rise, 
floods, droughts, water quality, and 
building better, more 
environmentally-sustainable and p

h other and how all 
hese interactions.

y
secure communities in the U.S. and 
around the world.
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The College of Marine Science

A MESSAGE FROM TH

The College of Marine Science 
developed a Strategic Plan that
record of success resulting in a
for excellence in the study of th
oceans and the development ofp
edge technology. 

We take this opportunity to re-
long-term goals for the quality

ff d d t d t th diafforded our students, the dire
relevance of our research on so
how best to enhance marine sc
education within our communi
beyond.  y

To realize our vision, we believ
must become even more societ
and lead to quantitative predic

iti l i d ti

WILLIAM T. HOGARTH,  DEAN

COLLEGE OF MARINE SCIENCE

critical issues and questions. 

The outcome desired can best b
by embracing a wide range of c
studies (natural and anthropog( p g
the concepts of ecosystem-base
management.  

has S nergistic research teams ill foc s on

HE DEAN

has 
t recognizes a 

a reputation 
he world’s 
f cutting-

Synergistic research teams will focus on 
understanding how natural systems work 
to provide answers to issues such as 
overfishing, coastal erosion, red tides, 
habitat degradation, dying coral reefs, g

-evaluate our 
y of education 

ti d

g , y g ,
ocean acidification, and hurricane 
prediction. 

Our goals in research, education, 
it t dection and 

ociety and 
cience 
ity and 

community engagement, and resource 
stability are supported by actions that will 
result in the building of better, more 
environmentally sustainable and secure 
communities here and throughout the 

ve our studies 
tally relevant 
ctions about 

g
world.

Our Strategic Plan fully supports and 
contributes to the goals of the University of 
S th Fl id

be achieved 
climate 
genic) and 

South Florida.  

I invite your collaboration with us on this 
quest for understanding and impact. 

g )
ed 

WILLIAM T. HOGARTH
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VISION

The USF College of Marine 

Science envisions itself as 

one of the top 

oceanographic institutions 

in the world and one that is 

recognized as a leader in 

applying science to societal 

needs through researchneeds through research, 

service,  and training of 

future scientists. 
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OUR MISSION

Graduate outstanding marine scientists who are well 

prepared for positions in academe, industry, 

government agencies, and non-governmental 

organizations at local to international levels

Conduct interdisciplinary basic and applied research 

in ocean science to discover solutions to local, 

regional, state, national, and global problems of 

climate change, marine resource depletion, 

environmental degradation, water contamination, 

disease, and ecosystem management

Generate, disseminate and translate new knowledge 

across the marine science disciplines of biology, 

chemistry, geology, and physics

Develop new technologies and tools for exploring the 

coupled ocean-atmosphere-land system
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

PEER INSTITUTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

TEXAS A & M

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLANDUNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

ASPIRATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

ASPIRATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

(UC SAN DIEGO)

WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC

INSTITUTE
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WHAT WE VALUE

Attracting and retaining faculty and staff wh
contribute to outstanding interdisciplinary r

Leading edge technology developmentg g gy p

Attracting a diverse body of outstanding stud

Partnerships among faculty, staff, post-doctop g y, , p

Graduates who are prepared and eager to sol

Collaboration with internal USF colleagues ag

Participation and recognition of faculty at na

Engagement and education of the larger comg g g

Stability in funding and innovation in fundra
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hose excellence and diversity 
research and teaching

dents and post-doctoral researchers

oral researchers and students

lve societal problems

and external partnersp

ational and international levels

mmunityy

aising
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STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Strengths:Strengths:

Excellent faculty and post-doctoral 
researchers

Well-qualified and eager graduate 
students

Important research and technology 
development

Well-established and unique ocean 
observing infrastructure

Long-term partnerships with local 
Federal, State and private scientific 
agencies in the immediate area

Collaboration of faculty and 
scientists across academic 
disciplines

Ability to compete successfully for 
dwindling Federal funds

9

Opportunities:Opportunities:

Expansion of research and ocean 
sensor technology program

Enhanced collaborations  and 
partnerships

Broaden community engagement

Diversification and increase in 
funding for faculty and student 
support

Recruitment of ethnically diverse 
faculty, postdoctoral researchers, 
students, and staff representative of 
the College’s global interests

International engagement to 
address global oceanographic 
i t tinterests
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GOALS

The USF College of Marine Science will foster an
recognition of the excellence of its faculty, studen
solving global problems.

I. Expand opportunities for the highest quali

II Establish USF College of Marine Science aII. Establish USF College of Marine Science a
graduate programs in the world

III Define new collaborative relationships thaIII. Define new, collaborative relationships tha
technological capabilities to address societ
the West Coast of Florida

IV. Grow the program to increase sources of re
infrastructure, while demonstrating comm

d expand national and international 
nts, research programs, and contributions to 

ity interdisciplinary research

as an innovation leader among oceanographyas an innovation leader among oceanography 

at maximize USF/CMS intellectual andat maximize USF/CMS intellectual and 
tal problems both globally and regionally on 

evenue for research, support and 
munity relevance
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I. Expand opportunities for highest quality interdiscip

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

endeavors to advance our understanding of marine 

Strategies

a) Broaden range of climate studies (natural and anthr

b) Emphasize ecosystem-based management concepts
d di t h i li i iassess and predict changes in living marine resourc

c) Maximize use of interdisciplinary research teams (b

d) Quantify the effects of human development on the cd) Quantify the effects of human development on the c

e) Focus on understanding the interaction of the Earth

f) Expand the pre-eminence in ocean observing infrasf) Expand the pre-eminence in ocean observing infras
development

plinary research and scholarly 
science.

ropogenic)

s in the expansion of our ability to 
ces

both internal and external)

coastal oceanscoastal oceans

h’s oceans, atmosphere, and land

structure and ocean technologystructure and ocean technology 



II. Esta

GOALS

inno
prog

Strateg

a) Recr

b) Cont
the A
USF
resea
outp
resea

c) Nom

d) Dd) Docu

e) Grad

f) Incref) Incre
inter
stud
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ablish USF College of Marine Science as an 

S AND STRATEGIES

ovation leader among oceanography graduate 
grams in the world.

gies

ruit a permanent Dean of prominence and vision

tribute to USF’s successful quest for membership in 
Association of American Universities and elevation of 
’s TARU ranking by increasing funding through 
arch and private donations aimed at increasing 

put of doctorates and training of post-doctoral 
harchers

minate outstanding CMS faculty for national awards

t lit d tit i i t f t iument quality and quantity using a variety of metrics

duate the highest quality scientists

ease recruitment efforts nationally andease recruitment efforts nationally and 
rnationally for post-doctoral researchers, graduate 

dents, faculty, and staff
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III. Emphasize collaborative relationships that 

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

maximize USF/CMS intellectual and 
technological capabilities in addressing 
societal problems, both globally and 
regionally on the West Coast of Florida.

Strategies

a) Engage the community by outreach, public 
i t k h ld k h dseminars, stakeholder workshops, and 

education

b) Invite corporate participation and advice in 
teaching and research initiativesteaching and research initiatives

c) Implement new  areas of  academic 
concentration that align with societal needs, 
national priorities and regional interestsnational priorities, and regional interests 
such as marine resource assessment and 
ocean sensor technology

d) Broaden collaborations with appropriated) Broaden collaborations with appropriate 
agencies, organizations, and governments: 
local, regional, State, Federal, and 
international



IV. Grow the program to increa

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

support and infrastructure, 

Strategies

a) Seek private donations

b) Implement construction, ren

c) Align fleet support with pro

d) Establish meaningful involv

e) Aggressively pursue all fund
integrity, and identify  sourc

f) Expand community access a

g) Promote flexibility that can 
academic and funding envir

h) Create and maintain a “greeh) Create and maintain a “gree
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ase stability and sources of revenue for research, 

S

while demonstrating community relevance.

novation, and upgrade plans

gram needs

vement with alumni

ding opportunities, maintain program and financial 
ces of multi-year funding for students

and increase awareness

anticipate, adapt to, and thrive under changing 
ronments

en” camp sen” campus
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A i ti f A i U i iti (AAU)

HOW WE MEASURE OURSELVES

Association of American Universities (AAU) 
Eligibility Criteria
� Federal Research Funding � National Academy Me
(NAS, NAE, IOM, NRC) � Doctorates Awarded

P d l A i F l A d� Postdoctoral Appointees � Faculty Awards

Top American Research Universities (TARU) 
Same as AAU plus � Total Research Expenditures
� Endowment Assets � Annual Giving

USF Planning & Performance Matrix
� Increases in Recurring and Non-Recurring Funding from
State, and Private Sources � Faculty Quality Rating � Num
Papers � Years to Completion (Master’s and Doctoral) � P
Issued � Technology Transfer and Licensing Revenues

Other “Quality” MetricsOther Quality  Metrics
� Faculty Research Accepted for Publication (forthco
in progress) � Citations � Faculty Grant Success � Fa
Presentations, Recognition, and Awards � Student Aw
Honors � Student Publications � Number of NationalHonors Student Publications Number of National
Prestigious Scholarships and Fellowships Received
� Percentage of International Students � Student Pla
� Community Partnership Activity � Student Volunte
in Community � Level of Alumni Giving

embers 

Criteria

m Federal,    
mber of 
Patents 

ming and 
culty 
wards and 
llylly 

cement
eer Hours 
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS/SYSTEMS

Action Plans
For each Goal/Strategies area, an Action Plan 
is developed that identifies what/who/how 
objectives will be reached over the 5 years

Action Plans may also be called 
Implementation or Tactical Plans

Planning and Performance MatrixPlanning and Performance Matrix 
(PPM)
Performance measures, indicators, dates, etc., 
related to Action Plans  

These data feed USF’s PPM

AAU Goals Tracking 
CMS objectives contributing to USF’s goal ofCMS objectives contributing to USF s goal of 
AAU membership

Compact Plan
Agreement between Dean and Provost onAgreement between Dean and Provost on 
priorities, investments, and actions in 
support of the USF and CMS Strategic Plans
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University of South Florida 
College of Marine Science 
140 7th Avenue South, MSL 119 
St. Petersburg, FL  33701 g, 337

phone: (727) 553-1130
www.marine.usf.edu/documents/strategic-plan.pdf


